The Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport, and Tourism (MLIT) has announced that as of June 27, 2019, it has approved the application of ELAL ISRAEL AIRLINES LTD. to bring services into Japan based on its “Permission for International Air Transport Services by Foreign Nationals.”

1. Applicant: ELAL ISRAEL AIRLINES LTD.

2. Scheduled commencement date of operation: September 30, 2019 (Monday)

3. Air routes and number of flights: Passenger flight
   Narita - Hong Kong - Tel Aviv:
   (Narita – Hong Kong: 7 flights per week, Hong Kong – Tel Aviv: 6 flights per week)
   Kansai - Hong Kong – Tel Aviv:
   (Kansai - Hong Kong: Inbound 5 flights, Outbound 7 flights, Hong Kong ‘Tel Aviv: 6 flights per week)

4. Others:
   Above operations by ELAL ISRAEL AIRLINES are code sharing one with Hong Kong Airlines that is already operating between Hong Kong and Narita/Kansai. ELAL ISRAEL AIRLINES is operating a scheduled flight between Tel Aviv and Hong Kong.

【Corporate profile】(at the time of application)
(1) Nationality: Israel
(2) Date of establishment: November 1948
(3) Capital: Approx. 472,916,000 NIS